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The distinguished character of Particularly Sensitive Sea Areas (PSSAs) is that every application for PSSAs 
must be accompanied by Associated Protected Measures (APMs) which can make PSSAs efficient in practice.1 
That is why APMs are regarded as the core feature of every PSSA.2 APM is “an international rule or standard 
that falls within the purview of an international maritime organization (IMO) and regulates international 
maritime activities for the protection of the area at risk.”3 So far, APMs have been approved by IMO as 
following:4 
 Compulsory or recommended pilotage 
 Mandatory ship reporting 
 An area to be avoided 
 Traffic separation schemes 
 Discharge prohibition or regulations 
 Mandatory no anchoring areas 
 Deep water routes 
 Emission control areas 
 
After a PSSA receives its final designation, how to enforce APMs will become the most important issue. In light 
of 1982 UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), there are three categories of enforcement 
jurisdiction related to vessel-source pollution. The enforcement of APMs shall be coherent with the UNCLOS. 
Flag state enforcement jurisdiction is the most important and traditional one. Compared with the jurisdiction 
over a state’s own vessels, coastal and port state enforcement jurisdiction, which always implies jurisdiction 
over foreign vessels, is becoming more and more significant. One reason is the overflow of flags of convenience, 
and another is that coastal and port states take particular interests in the protection and preservation of the 
marine environment. Still, coastal and port state enforcement jurisdiction is always complementary, meaning 
that when a flag state is lax or reluctant to take enforcement actions, coastal and port states can then step in.5 
This “multilateral enforcement jurisdiction system” seems more effective than the traditional “exclusive flag 
state jurisdiction system”. Unfortunately, coastal states are, in practice, far from enough to make effective use of 
their new competence granted by the UNCLOS.6 
 
Enforcement by Flag States 
 
Although exclusive flag state jurisdiction in the area of marine environmental protection and preservation has 
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 been changed since the 1972 Stockholm Declaration,7 the power of flag state is strengthening instead of 
weakening. UNCLOS re-emphasizes flag state enforcement jurisdiction by the means of using in its provisions 
“shall”, a mandatory word under the international law, , and providing the preemption and request to limit other 
two jurisdictions.8 
 
Since APMs are established through IMO which is the competent international organization under UNCLOS, 
flag states have the responsibility to ensure the compliance of the vessels flying their flag or of their registry 
with APMs, and the effective enforcement of APMs irrespective of where a violation occurs.9 Although flag 
states shall immediately investigate the violation of APMs and appropriately institute proceedings even if it 
occurs within foreign coastal waters, coastal and port states are, in practice, more suitable to enforce APMs. 
Accordingly, flag states and coastal and port states shall cooperate with each other for the enforcement of 
APMs.10 In order to prevent flag states from negligent enforcement of APMs, flag states shall promptly inform 
the requesting states and IMO of the action taken and its outcome.11 In addition, penalties made by flag states 
shall be adequate.12 In the author’s opinion, flag states shall at least ensure that their vessels carry on board 
charts and other documents of PSSAs where they will navigate through.  
 
Enforcement by Coastal States 
 
Coastal states started to receive compulsory prescriptive and enforcement jurisdiction over foreign ships under 
the MARPOL 73/78. Then the UNCLOS dramatically enhanced coastal state enforcement jurisdiction in 
offshore maritime areas, which is indeed one of the main innovations introduced by the UNCLOS.13 However, 
coastal state enforcement jurisdiction is quite limited compared with prescriptive jurisdiction. By virtue of the 
UNCLOS, the power of coastal state enforcement jurisdiction is decreasing from the internal water, territorial 
sea to exclusive economic zone (EEZ). With respect to a vessel committing violations while navigating within a 
coastal state’s jurisdictional waters, that state has two enforcement options: in port or at sea.14 In practice, a 
coastal state prefers in-port enforcement. In terms of enforcement at sea, a coastal state commonly prefers 
monitoring and requests for information, and is very cautious if it is to board, inspect, or detain foreign 
vessels.15 This practice will aptly relieve a flag state’s fear of coastal states’ creeping jurisdiction into the 
oceans.  
 
Article 220 of the UNCLOS, which is specifically for the enforcement of protection and preservation of the 
marine environment by coastal states, refers to article 211 paragraph 6 which is deemed as the legal basis of 
PSSAs in the EEZ.16 This provision is unique in comparison with article 217 and 218 concerning the 
enforcement by flag states and by port states, respectively. Nevertheless, in respect to the violation of APMs in 
its PSSA without discharge, a coastal state may only require the violating vessel navigating in its jurisdiction 
waters to give certain information unless the vessel voluntarily enters a port or docks at an off-shore terminal of 
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 the state.17 This right aims to establish whether a violation has occurred but no warning or punishment could be 
carried out. In practice, the violation of some APMs, such as compulsory or recommended pilotage, mandatory 
ship reporting, an area to be avoided, traffic separation schemes, and deep water route, does not necessarily 
result in discharge. In this sense APMs can not be effectively enforced by coastal states. 
 
Enforcement by Port States 
 
ort state jurisdiction was first introduced in detail at the 1973 IMO Conference on Marine Pollution.18 This 
concept is one of the key elements in the new jurisdictional system under the UNCLOS,19 and should be viewed 
as a compromise between the conflicting interests of flag and coastal states.20 From then on “a port state may 
exercise enforcement jurisdiction over foreign ships in its ports in respect of offences against international rules 
and standards even if committed in sea areas beyond its coastal jurisdiction …even if the violations were 
committed on the high seas (or foreign waters) and they did not in any way affect the port state the latter would 
be entitled to take enforcement action against the vessel concerned”.21 
 
As ports usually lie wholly within a coastal state’s territory, a coastal state also has jurisdiction over its ports. 
However, in-port enforcement by a port state is totally different from that by a coastal state. The distinguished 
character of port state enforcement jurisdiction is that it covers any vessels voluntarily within the port from 
which illegal discharges have occurred outside the internal water, territorial sea, or EEZ of the port state.22 The 
limits on port state jurisdiction over vessel-source pollution committed in foreign coastal waters are request and 
preemption of flag and coastal state, but the situation is not the same on the high seas. Accordingly, port state 
enforcement jurisdiction is complementary to flag and coastal state enforcement jurisdiction especially in terms 
of vessel-source pollution committed on the high seas. With respect to illegal discharges on the high seas, the 
legal basis of port enforcement jurisdiction, however, is still controversial. In the author’s opinion, the universal 
principle is the most convincing one because marine environmental pollution on the high seas is detrimental to 
the entire community of nations. 
 
So far, all the PSSAs designated by IMO are within the purview of coastal states’ jurisdictional waters. No 
APMs are established on the high seas yet. In this sense it is unlikely that port state enforcement jurisdiction 
would be initiated by the violation occurred on the high seas. Worthy notice is that port state enforcement 
jurisdiction is limited to discharge violations by vessels.23 Comparatively, flag and coastal state enforcement 
jurisdiction is over all vessels which violate the international and national regulations with respect to the 
prevention, reduction, and control of pollution of the marine environment from vessels.24 Therefore, only APMs 
related to discharge prohibition or regulation can be enforced by port states when they receive the requests from 
flag or coastal states. Since most APMs are related to the navigating routes or areas, port state enforcement 
jurisdiction does not play an important role in the PSSAs system. 
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 Future of APMs Enforcement 
 
In terms of legislation, the concept of PSSA has made great progress since its first establishment in 1991. But 
the enforcement of APMs is far from enough. In theory, flag states have more comprehensive enforcement 
jurisdiction than coastal and port states. The latter is in practice more efficient to enforce APMs. Unfortunately, 
coastal and port state enforcement jurisdiction is restricted to the discharge violation from vessels. Meanwhile, 
APMs are more than discharge prohibition or regulation. Many APMs concerning navigating routes or areas can 
not be efficiently enforced in the current enforcement system. The solution is to strengthen coastal and port state 
enforcement jurisdiction and entitle IMO the enforcement jurisdiction to a certain extent. 
 
In accordance with UNCLOS, port states have no enforcement jurisdiction over violation of APMs without 
discharge, and coastal states only have the right to require the violating vessels to give relevant information 
when no discharge has occurred. This restriction, which is to protect the freedom of navigation, makes APMs 
weak in enforcement. Though it may not be necessary to break up the balance of enforcement jurisdiction 
elaborately established by the UNCLOS, proper extension of coastal and port state enforcement jurisdiction 
would be helpful to protect the marine environment. For example, when a violation has been confirmed after the 
requirement of information, the coastal state may give the vessel a serious warning and put it on the blacklist for 
the first and second violations. If the violation continues, then the coastal state could fine that vessel after its 
third violation until it stops. Inspection and actions including detention still shall be very prudently entitled and 
enforced.  
 
With more and more discussions of “Marine Protected Areas” (MPAs) and “Marine Spatial Planning” (MSP) on 
the high seas, there is a possibility for PSSAs to be designated on the high seas in the future. Enforcement of 
APMs on the high seas will be a new challenge for the international community. There is a requisite of port state 
enforcement jurisdiction over a discharge violation occurring on the high seas, which is that the violating vessel 
is voluntarily within a port or at an off-shore terminal of the state. Generally speaking, flag states still have the 
exclusive enforcement jurisdiction on the high seas. By virtue of the development and practice of Regional 
Fishery Management Organizations (RFMOs), enforcement by regional or international organizations, or the 
participation of regional or international organizations for the enforcement on the high seas will be an efficient 
way to remedy the deficiency of exclusive flag state enforcement jurisdiction.25 
 
IMO, as the “competent international organization” in the UNCLOS, leads the regulation of vessel-source 
pollution.26 The role of IMO is not only to develop the rules, standards, procedures and practices referred to the 
UNCLOS, but also to readjust the jurisdictional balance.27 Notwithstanding its important role in the legislation 
of marine environmental protection, IMO itself has neither jurisdiction nor capability of enforcement. The 
author’s suggestion is that with the authorization by its member states, IMO may assign its member states to do 
at least document inspection of APMs on the high seas. Under this scenario, flag states still have their 
preemption during the inspection procedures. This development will not erode freedom of navigation on the 
high seas as long as the inspection procedure is designed elaborately.  
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 Conclusion 
APMs are the core feature of every PSSA. Disappointingly, the enforcement of APMs is way behind their 
legislation, especially with respect to APMs without discharge. The pivotal reason is the over limitation of 
coastal and port state enforcement jurisdiction in UNCLOS.28 IMO, which has the authority to designate PSSAs 
and APMs, should try to take more responsibility in the enforcement of APMs.  
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